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S U P P L E M E N T TO K Y B E R N E T I K A VO LU M E 28 (1 992) , P AGES 9 0 - 9 3 

FUZZY SITUATIONAL INFERENCE 
FOR EXPERT SYSTEMS WITH FUZZY LOGIC 

A . N . M E L I K H O V , L . S . B E R S H T E I N AND S . Y A . K O R O V I N 

The fuzzy logic inference method for decision making in expert systems of special class called situ
ational is proposed. Decision inference in such systems is based on fuzzy classification of fuzzy input 
situation by comparison of its representation which describes the present (current) state of a controlled 
system. This situation is compared with the descriptions of standard fuzzy situations characterizing all 
possible states of a controlled system. Fuzzy situation inference of decision is enough simple for real
ization and in the same time has several advantages in comparison with the well known compositional 
inference rule. 

For fuzzy situation inference the architecture of coprocessor for IBM-compatible computers was 
developed which essentially uses natural parallelism of operations implemented over fuzzy sets. Due to 
this an acceptance of decisions making is possible in real time. 

Instrumental system for constructing expert systems on the base of fuzzy logic and fuzzy algorithms 
using fuzzy situational inferences is developed and a demonstration version of such expert system for 
IBM-compatible computers is created. 

The fuzzy situational inference is the two-stage fuzzy recognition of the input fuzzy 

situation which describes the current state of the controlled system (the object of decision 

making) . 

Let us define the fuzzy situation [1], The fuzzy situation is the. second-level fuzzy set 

on the signs set. 

If Y = {J/I , J/2, • • •, </p} is a set of signs which characterize the s ta te of the controlled 

system (e.g. "speed", "pressure", " temperature" etc.) aftd each sign corresponds to a 

linguistic variable (j/,-,T,,B>.), where j/,- is the name of variable which coincides with the 

sign's name, T, = {T,1, T2',..., T^ } is a term-set of the variable t/,-, P, is an ordinary 

subject set, then the fuzzy situation Sj is defined by the fuzzy set: 

$s = {(nM hi)}, wer, 
where 

^(v.) = {(^j(y,)(T;)/r;)}, T'€T,-
The fuzzy situations are formed on the basis of expert information. 

E x a m p l e 1. Let the object of the decision making (controlled system) be charac

terized by the signs set ¥ = {yuy2,y-i}, where y, is "speed", y2 is "pressure" and y3 
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is " tempera ture" . Each sign j / , 6 V is described by a linguistic variable (t/,,T,-,D,}, 

built on the basis of the expert information which is, for example, for sign J/I as follows: 

("speed", T,, 0 , ) , where T, = {"small", "middle", " la rge"} ,0 , = {0, 10, 20, 3 0 , . . . , 1 0 0 } . 

The linguistic variables describing other signs are as follows: 

("pressure" ,Tj , Da), (" temperature", T3,©3). Here 

T2 = {"small", "large enough", "high", "very large"}, 

T3 = {"small", "middle", "large", " t o p " } , 

02 = { 0 , 5 , 10, 15, . . . , 5 0 } , 03 = {10, 30, 5 0 , . . . , 1 7 0 } . 

Then the fuzzy situation s which characterizes the state of the controlled system (object 

of decision making) may be as follows: 

•s = {(p,(y\)/y\), (Hs(yi)/y2), (Hs(y3)/y3)}, 

where 

Hs(yi) = {(0A / "small"), ( 0 .5 / "middle"), (0 .9 / "large")} , 

M2/2) = { ( 0 A / "small"), ( 0 . 8 / "high enough"), ( 0 .6 / "high"), (0 .2 / "very high")} , 

Hs(y3) = {(1 / "small") , ( 0 . 3 / "middle"), (0.1 / "high")} . 

The set of possible states of the controlled system is defined by a set S of s tandard 

fuzzy situations. Every fuzzy situation S, 6 S with the help of expert information is 

put to conformity to the control decision r; € R, where R is a set of control decisions 

used for controlled system. So the decision making is reduced to the recognition of the 

fuzzy input situation s0, which describes the current s tate of the controlled system, and 

to the output of the corresponding control decision from the set R. The fuzzy situation 

recognition is realized according to the principle of 'nearest neighbour' in the field of 

signs. Some fuzzy measure of similarity of fuzzy situation s0 and the fuzzy situations 

from the set S. The controlled system is considered to be at the s tandard situation 5 £ §, 

which has the maximum grade of similarity with the fuzzy situation i 0 , and the control 

decision r € R, corresponding to the fuzzy situation s, must be fulfilled. 

The most preferable fuzzy situations similarity measures are the grades of fuzzy situ

ations inclusion and equality [2]. Both of these measures are realized by the calculation 

of the similarity grade in the interval [0,1]. The maximum similarity grade is 1, and the 

minimum one is 0. The similarity grade equal to 0.5 means absolute uncertainty. The 

grade of fuzzy inclusion of the fuzzy situation .i, into the fuzzy situation Sj is described 

by the expression: 

v (h, š,) = k B (џsÁУt), Џs,(yt)) , 

У,€Y 

B (џ..(Уt), Џs,(Уt)) = k (Џ„,IІУI)(T<) -+ џ^yMÌ) • 

y>€Y 

where 
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The grade of the fuzzy equality of the fuzzy situations i , and Sj is defined by the 

expression: 

H (Si, Sj) = v (Si, ij) k v (Sj, s) . 

The fuzzy logic operations in the minimax basis are used while the grades of the fuzzy 

situations inclusion and equality are defined. 

As the fuzzy situatiou is the second level fuzzy set on the sign set, the recognition of 

the fuzzy input situation S0 consists of two stages: 

- identification; the fuzzy sets uso(y), y € V, which describe the grade of membership 

of fuzzy situation s0 signs, are defined; 

- the fuzzy situatiou S0 recognition itself. This stage follows the fuzzy situation 50 

recognition stage and is the definition of the standard fuzzy situation, which has the 

maximum similarity grade (grade of fuzzy equality or inclusion). 

The subject scale of values of every sign y € Y must be defined for input fuzzy situatioii 

So recognition. The subject scale of the sign t/; (E Y is a number of fuzzy sets describing 

the set values (terms) of the sign yi. 

The input fuzzy situation s0 is to be identified in each of the following input informa

tion types: 

a) The value of the sign y, is the subject state element k. The grades of the membership 

of the element k S ©, to the fuzzy sets CJ are to be calculated for uSo(y,) definition. 

Pc'Xk) are considered to be the membership grade of terms Tj to the fuzzy set u-so(yi), 

le.uS0(yi)={{uc.(k)/Tj)}, T;eT,. 

b) The value of the sign t/,- is the fuzzy set C in the subject set ID),. In this case it 

is necessary to calculate the grade of similarity of the input fuzzy set to all fuzzy sets 

CJ-, which describe the terms of the linguistic variable (y,, T,, B>,). Then in analogy with 

previous case the grades of membership of terms Tj 6 T,- to the fuzzy set uSo(yi) are 

considered to be equal to grades of similarity of fuzzy set C to the corresponding fuzzy 

sets Cj. For example, if the fuzzy sets equality grade is used as a similarity measure the 

fuzzy set fiSo(yi) is as follows: 

uS0(yi) = {{u(C,t])/Tj)}, T'eT,, 

Note that the grade of fuzzy equality of fuzzy sets i = {{fiB(a) / (a))} and 

C = {(uc(a) / a)} , a € A, is calculated in analogy to the fuzzy situation equality grade: 

ft ( i , C) = v ( l , C) & v (C, i ) . 

In turn , i / ( i ,C) = & (^ s (« ) —> Mc(«))-

c) The value of the sign t/; is the term T\ from the term-set T;. In this case the result 

of the identification will be the following fuzzy set: 

џ>o(yi) = {(џ.,0ы(т;)/тj)}, T;єт,-
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where 

f 1, ifT/ = T/; 
rW*H-i)-H , . 

^ 0, elsewhere. 

The second stage of input fuzzy situation .s0 recognition is made by the appeal to the 

verbal scales of the values of signs y, € V. The verbal scale of sign y, € Y is described 

by a totality of fuzzy sets on the sign j / , linguistic values (terms) set. 

The verbal scale introduction is approved by the necessity of more 'careful' a t t i tude 

to the expert information. An expert does not prescribe obviously standard fuzzy sit

uations in the form of the second level fuzzy sets because of a big volume of such situ

ations and monotonicity of the work. We must take into account that it is much more 

suitable for him to give the standard fuzzy situation description in the following way: 

(small/ "speed") , (high / "pressure"), (middle / " tempera ture")} . However clue to the 

fact tha t it is impossible to account the whole totality of the facts influencing the con

trolled system (so-called 'shady' sign set) [3], the terms used by the expert are not the 

elements of term-set of linguistic variables which describe the corresponding signs. Re

ally they represent more complex constructions called fuzzy terms which are fuzzy sets 

on sign term-sets. Tha t is why standard fuzzy situations are stored and processed in the 

following form (small / "speed"), (high / "pressure"), (middle / " t empera tu re" )} , where 

for example small is an element of verbal scale of sign "speed". The verbal scale of any 

sign i/, receives information only after its processing by subject scale of the same sign 

and hence only in the form of fuzzy sets on the term-set T;. 

In dependence of chosen similarity measure of fuzzy situations the grade of fuzzy 

inclusion or fuzzy equality of input fuzzy set and elements of verbal scale are computed. 

Maximum similarity grade defines the element of verbal scale corresponding to the input 

fuzzy set. The totality of such elements along all signs determines the s tandard fuzzy 

situation .5 corresponding to the fuzzy input situation .s0. 
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